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Borisfx80serialnumber!FREE! 5 item. Borisfx80serialnumber!FREE! With that out of the way lets go on to the cars and places. "Zoo"
Brunson has been suspended for his part in the creation of the "Suge vs. Tupac" diss track, "This Shit is Cursed," which features a
shout-out to the late Notorious B.I.G. To hear his statement, click play below. After a series of cryptic tweets from Lil Wayne last

month, things started to get serious between the Young Money label boss and the West Coast popper. In an interview with Complex,
Weezy admitted he reached out to Tupac's estate and that there are "legalities" involved. Those "legalities" have come to fruition, with

former Beat Badd Rapper's estate responding with an official statement. The estate was still friends with Wayne before the night he
was killed in a drive-by shooting in Los Angeles, and the statement will hopefully ease some of the sense of betrayal in Tupac's near-
and-dear friends and family who were so close with the late rapper. It's not clear if Zaytoven and producer DJ Khaled were aware of

what was about to unfold when they created the song. The Michigan rapper has confirmed some of the song's lyrics on Twitter, but not
the most troubling part: Zoo stated that he would do "whatever it takes to make people aware" and he would even "donate a million

dollars" of his own money to the rapper's family. Earlier this year, the late Notorious B.I.G's mother, Voletta Wallace, said she would
like to bury her son in Compton, which is near to where he was born. If that happens, perhaps the Baddest Man on the West Coast will

have a chance to do right by Lil Wayne's fallen mentor and friend. Update: There's also an official response from Rap Radar: "A
posthumous release on which he was prominently featured would be a decent tribute. It's a shame that certain elements in the hip hop

community believe Mr. Wallace has any interest in participating in such a frivolous act. Nor are there any
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